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Background
Recent studies have found crowding is greatly affected by the relative timing of target and flankers.

flankers appeared before the saccade, and the execution of a saccade
triggered the onset of the target only (“trans-saccade” condition; see Fig.
5A, right column). Note that in both conditions the target was presented
with the flankers at the end of the eye movement, the retinal coordinates
of the target and flankers were matched across conditions, and all stimuli
offset synchronously in both conditions.

Other details of Experiment 2 were as follows. The fixation spot initially
appeared at 7.4° below the center of the display. The trial continued after an
observer’s gaze remained within a 2 ! 2° region of the fixation spot for "500
ms, or else a gaze calibration was performed. After correct fixation was re-
corded by the eye tracker, the flankers were presented for trans-saccade trials,
or, for postsaccade trials, the screen remained blank except for the fixation
spot. Following a further 450 ms, the fixation spot jumped to the center of the
display, requiring the observer to execute a saccade to remain fixated on the
spot. When a saccade was detected by the eye tracker (the observer’s gaze
deviated from the initial fixation position by "2°), the probe and flankers
were presented for 58 ms. The observer was then required to make a re-
sponse. Observers completed 360 trials per condition.

Control experiments. We conducted two control experiments to test
the extent to which spatial and temporal cues could account for the
changes in crowding observed in Experiment 1. In the onset asynchrony
conditions in Experiment 1, flankers provided information about the
target location (the target would always be presented at the midpoint of
the four flankers) and the approximate onset time of the target. This
advance information may have resulted in changes in target identifica-
tion accuracy relative to standard crowding (Posner et al., 1980). In the
first control experiment, therefore, we retained the same spatial cues as
the 450 ms onset-asynchrony and offset-asynchrony conditions, but we
introduced a change in flanker identity during each trial: the left–right
and top– bottom positions of the horizontal and vertical flankers, respec-
tively, were reversed when the probe onset in the onset-asynchrony con-
dition, and when the probe offset in the offset-asynchrony condition.
With this manipulation, position information was matched with Exper-
iment 1, but the visual features surrounding the target were different
from those that preceded or lagged the target in the onset-asynchrony
and offset-asynchrony conditions, respectively.

We ran a temporal uncertainty control experiment to rule out the
possibility that temporal cues altered critical spacing in Experiment 1.
The target–flanker distance was varied as outlined for Experiment 1 to
allow comparison with those conditions. However, when the flankers
were displayed in the absence of the target (during the asynchronous
periods), they were shifted to 7.5° from the target. In this experiment,
therefore, temporal cues were matched with Experiment 1, but the mov-
ing flankers disrupted any spatial cueing.

Finally, we conducted an eye-movement control experiment in which
we tested the extent to which crowding was affected by saccade-induced
motion transients. In Experiment 2, there were differences in retinal
motion across conditions: in the trans-saccade condition, the saccade
introduced retinal motion that was absent in the postsaccade condition.
For this control experiment, therefore, we repeated the eye-movement
experiment, but blanked off the flankers in the trans-saccade condition
before the saccade so that there was no retinal motion of the flankers
during the saccade. Thus, for both the trans-saccade and postsaccade
conditions, the target and flankers appeared abruptly only at the end of
the saccade. We used a method described in detail previously (Hunt and
Cavanagh, 2011; Harrison et al., 2013a) to estimate each observer’s aver-
age saccade latency so that, for trans-saccade trials, we could offset the
flankers before saccade onset. Timing of trials was as described above for
the eye-movement experiment. For both conditions, detection of the
saccade triggered the onset of the target and flankers. Target eccentricity
was 11°, and six target–flanker separations (0.75, 1, 1.5, 2.5, 4.5, and 8°)
were tested with equal probability across conditions. Each observer com-
pleted 288 trials per condition. On average, the flankers offset 54 # 8 ms
before each saccade. Trials in which the flankers offset after saccade onset
were discarded (12.5% of trials for P.J.B., 8.7% of trials for W.J.H.).

Statistical analyses. Critical spacing was taken as the midpoint of the
psychometric function (the target–flanker spacing giving 62.5% correct
target identifications), fit with Psignifit 3.0 (Fründ et al., 2011). Confi-
dence intervals (Figs. 3, 4) were also computed using Psignifit, which
corrects for biases in psychometric analyses (Wichmann and Hill, 2001).
To model temporal integration thresholds for each observer, we fit a
standard cumulative Gaussian function to critical spacing data measured
over the different onset and offset asynchronies. Confidence intervals
were generated via standard bootstrapping procedures described in de-
tail previously (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). In brief, we resampled with
replacement the original data 2000 times, calculated the corresponding
2000 critical spacing values for each condition shown in Figure 3B, and fit
each bootstrapped set of data with a Gaussian function, producing a
distribution of 2000 temporal integration thresholds. From this distribu-
tion of thresholds, the 2.5th and 97.5th quantiles were taken as 95%
confidence intervals.

For the gaze-contingent experiment, a trial was excluded if the saccade
endpoint deviated horizontally from the target by "2° or deviated verti-
cally by "4°. Trials were also excluded if the probe appeared "5 ms
following the end of the saccade. This time was far below the temporal
threshold required for a leading-flanker advantage reported in Experi-
ment 1 (Fig. 3C), and thus the reduction in critical spacing in the trans-
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Figure 2. Schematic overview of temporal sequences of displays from Experiment 1. In all conditions, an observer’s task was to fixate the spot and identify the orientation of the middle U. A,
Standard crowding, in which the target and flankers’ onsets and offsets were synchronous. A, B, In two other conditions, we varied the onset time of the flankers relative to the target (B), or the offset
time of the flankers relative to the target (C). Note that, as designated by the thick black frames in each display sequence, the target and flankers appeared concurrently for 58 ms in all conditions.
As shown by the dotted frames in B and C, we increased the duration of the flankers by a variable amount to introduce an onset asynchrony or offset asynchrony, respectively. Movie 1 shows a
demonstration of the effects of onset and offset asynchrony on the discriminability of a crowded letter.
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flankers blinked simultaneously while the target re-
mained unchanged (Figure 1B and part 3 of Movie 1).

For the three blink conditions, blinks with four
durations were tested: 10, 20, 40, and 80 ms. In each
case, the offset of stimulus contrast (to begin the blink)
occurred 200 ms after the initial stimulus onset (as
depicted in Figure 1). The restoration of stimulus
contrast (the ‘‘onset’’ portion of the blink) then
occurred 10–80 ms afterward. In all cases, the final
stimulus offset always remained at 400 ms after the
initial stimulus onset. The four blink durations were
tested in separate blocks with each of the three blink
conditions interleaved within. With eight repetitions
per target orientation, there were 264 trials per block.
The uncrowded and crowded no-blink conditions were
presented in separate blocks of 88 trials each. Each
block was repeated three times, all randomly inter-
leaved, to give 3,696 trials per observer. Breaks were
taken when required.

Results and discussion

Responses were scored as the proportion of trials in

which the target orientation was reported to be

Figure 1. The time course and stimulus appearance of example trials in Experiment 1. (A) An example target-blink trial. The target
Gabor contrast is plotted as a function of time via the blue line (whose height ranges from ‘‘off’’ at zero contrast to ‘‘on’’ at 50%
Weber contrast). A 40-ms blink is depicted, beginning 200 ms after stimulus onset. The four flankers, indicated by the green line,
share their initial onset with the target and remain present throughout the 400-ms trial. After the final target/flanker offsets, a noise
mask was presented for 200 ms as shown by the yellow line. The appearance of stimuli in this trial is shown at three time slices,
indicated by gray dashed lines and inset panels depicting (i) the full stimulus array as it appeared before and after the blink, (ii) stimuli
in the target-blink phase, and (iii) the post-mask. (B) An example trial in the flankers-blink condition with an 80-ms blink. Gray lines
indicate three time slices with inset panels depicting (iv) the full stimulus array, (v) the isolated target during the flankers-blink phase,
and (vi) the postmask.

Movie 1. Stimuli from three example trials in Experiment 1. The
first part shows an example all-blink trial. Target and flanker
stimuli share a common onset before a brief ‘‘blink’’ is applied
to all elements (here with a 40-ms duration). Stimuli are then
restored before the mask replaces all elements 400-ms after the
initial onset. The second part shows a target-blink trial where the
blink is applied to the target only (again for 40 ms), while the
third part shows an example flankers-blink trial where the blink
is applied solely to the flankers.
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The aim of the present study was to test if a population code could account for these data.

saccade condition of Experiment 2 (Fig. 5B) cannot be attributed to a
retinotopic alignment of leading flankers and the subsequent probe.

Results
Experiment 1: feature integration depends on relative timing
We first established that critical spacing is highly sensitive to
asynchronies in the onset and offset times of nearby features
(Movie 1). This novel finding allowed us to test trans-saccadic

perception in Experiment 2. An observer’s task was to fixate a
spot in the center of the display and report the orientation of the
letter U presented at 9° eccentricity to the right of fixation. We
systematically varied the distance of flanking letters to compute
critical spacing (see Materials and Methods). In addition to mea-
suring critical spacing when target and flanker onset and offset
times were synchronous, as per standard crowding, we measured
critical spacing when the relative onset and offset times of target
and flankers were asynchronous (Fig. 2). In all conditions, the
target letter and nearby flankers were displayed concurrently for
an equal duration (58 ms). In temporally asynchronous condi-
tions, flanker onsets preceded the target onset (onset asynchrony;
Fig. 2B), or flanker offsets lagged the target offset (offset asyn-
chrony; Fig. 2C).

The relative timing of target and flankers strongly affected the
critical spacing of crowding. Accuracy data for a representative
observer are shown in Figure 3A. The open square symbols and
solid curve show proportion correct and psychometric fit, respec-
tively, for the standard crowding condition. As expected (Bouma,
1970), the proportion of correct target identifications depended
on the distance between target and flanking letters: accuracy de-
clined with reductions in target-flanker spacing. Data and fit for
the 450 ms onset-asynchrony condition are plotted as leftward
triangle symbols and the dashed curve, whereas data and fit for
the 450 ms offset-asynchrony condition are plotted as rightward
triangles and the dotted curve. Note that the dashed and dotted
curves are displaced from the solid curve in opposite directions.
Therefore, flankers that preceded the target and those that lagged
the target resulted in diametrically opposed changes in crowding
relative to when onsets and offsets were synchronous.

We took the midpoint of each psychometric function as the
critical spacing of crowding (see Materials and Methods). For the
group, critical spacing with synchronous features was 1.5 ! 0.1°
(mean ! SEM; Fig. 3B, time 0). Expressed as a proportion of
target eccentricity (Bouma, 1970), !, this is a critical spacing of
0.17 !. Although critical spacing is often approximated as 0.5 !
when observers are required to discriminate between multiple
potential target letters (Bouma, 1970; Pelli et al., 2004), it is com-
mon for observers to have interactions zones closer to 0.1 ! when
discriminating the orientation of a single letter (Levi et al., 2002;
Harrison et al., 2014), as was the case in the present study. When
there was an onset asynchrony of 450 ms such that the flankers
onset before the target, critical spacing decreased by almost 50%
to 0.8 ! 0.1°, suggesting that the target was more easily seg-
mented from the flankers than during standard crowding. In
stark contrast to this leading-flanker advantage, temporally asyn-
chronous offsets increased critical spacing by 33%: when flankers
offset 450 ms after the target, critical spacing was 2.0 ! 0.3°. The
flanker durations were matched across asynchrony conditions,
and so the variable flanker durations alone cannot account for the
opposing facilitatory and inhibitory effects. Similarly, because the
same target–flanker distances were tested across conditions, and
the target appeared concurrently with the flankers for the same
duration across all conditions, a model in which features are
combined according to their spatial proximity alone (Pelli, 2008)
cannot account for these changes in critical spacing. Instead, our
data show that critical spacing strongly depends on the relative
timing of target and flankers.

We quantified the temporal window of feature integration by
fitting a cumulative Gaussian to critical spacing data measured
across the range of temporal asynchronies shown in Figure 3B.
This function models the time over which the leading-flanker
advantage and lagging-flanker disadvantage in critical spacing
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Figure 3. Critical spacing depends on the relative timing of features. A, Proportion correct as
a function of target–flanker spacing for three conditions in Experiment 1. Data are from a
representative observer. Proportion correct for each condition is shown as different symbols, as
denoted in the inset legend. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves show psychometric function
fits for the standard crowding, onset asynchrony, and offset asynchrony conditions, respec-
tively. Data here are for the 450 ms asynchrony conditions. B, Mean critical spacing as a function
of the onset and offset asynchrony of features. Onset and offset asynchronies are shown as
negative and positive values on the x-axis, respectively. Time 0 shows critical spacing with
synchronous target and flanker onsets and offsets. The solid line is a fitted cumulative Gaussian
function, from which the SD was taken as the temporal integration threshold. Error bars show
!1 SE. C, Median temporal integration thresholds. Data points are the SDs of Gaussians and
show the time over which features are bound into objects for five subjects and the group. Error
bars are 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.
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counterclockwise of vertical. Psychometric functions
were fit to the data using a three-parameter cumulative
Gaussian (fitting the midpoint, slope, and ceiling/lapse
rate). Example functions are presented in Figure 2A for
observer EG in the 20-ms blink condition with each of
the three blink conditions shown (where either all
elements, just the target, or the four flankers had a
blink midway through the trial). It can be seen that

these conditions do not induce any changes in bias;
curves remain centered on the vertical decision
boundary, consistent with the average flanker orienta-
tion being maintained at 908. However, there is a clear
difference in slope, with the target-blink condition
yielding a steep function (indicating better orientation
discrimination) compared with the shallow curves of
the other two blink conditions.

Figure 2. Results from Experiment 1. (A) Example responses and psychometric functions for observer EG in the 20-ms blink condition.
Only the three blink conditions are shown, in which the blink was applied to all elements (red squares), just the target (blue circles),
or just the four flankers (green triangles). Responses are plotted as the proportion of trials in which the target orientation was
reported as counterclockwise of vertical. (B) Threshold elevation values (crowded thresholds divided by uncrowded thresholds) for
example observer EG. The dashed black line shows the threshold elevation resulting from a crowded array without blinks. The gray
region and black error bars give the standard error of the mean derived from bootstrapping. With blink durations longer than 10 ms,
blinks applied to the target (blue circles) decrease threshold elevation strongly, while blinks applied to all elements (red squares) or
just the flankers (green triangles) are far less effective. (C) Threshold elevation values averaged across the five observers and plotted
as a function of blink duration, as in panel B. Here the gray region and black error bars give the standard error of the mean between
observers. The pattern of results is identical to that seen for the example observer.
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The peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) shown in Fig. 1 were
obtained from study of four LGN cells (total n à 55) during
synchronized (left) and non-synchronized (right) EEG states. A
strong and long-lasting tonic response component is visible only in
the right-hand PSTHs. During synchronized EEG, however, the
tonic responses are strongly diminished, whereas the phasic peaks
have a high amplitude.
Neurons in the visual cortex are themain targets of LGNneurons.

Therefore, one would expect that these two different temporal
activity patterns of LGN cells should also have an effect on cortical
cell behaviour. Figure 2 shows four representative receptive-Æeld
maps from a sample of 63 cortical cells recorded during the same
EEG states as the PSTHs. Maps were obtained from cell responses,
elicited with Øashing bright and dark dot stimuli on a grid that
covers the receptive Æeld completely (`reverse-correlation method',
Øash duration 300ms; this stimulus duration induces phasic and
tonic LGN activity10,11). Examples of individual `On' or `Off '
subÆelds of simple cells are shown, recorded at different retinal
eccentricities. The receptive Æeld of each cell is substantially wider
during a synchronized EEG (such that the subÆeld overlap
increases) than during a non-synchronized EEG. The almost iden-
tical activity levels in the corresponding diagram pairs in Fig. 2
indicate that the observed receptive-Æeld changes cannot be attrib-
uted merely to variations in overall activity which does not seem to
be correlated to the EEG, as seen from the scale bars.
We determined quantitatively the degree of synchronization in

the EEG and its correlation to the receptive-Æeld size. The scatter
plot in Fig. 3 shows that cortical receptive Æelds become signiÆcantly
wider during synchronized EEG states. The receptive Æelds grow,
on average, by 27% during an average 2.5-fold power increase in
the d-range (1±4Hz). All cells were pooled, because very similar
effects were found for simple (n à 53) and complex (n à 10) cells
throughout all recording depths.
Another characteristic feature can be seen in the PSTHs in Fig. 1:

the tonic response in an LGN cell during non-synchronized EEG is
always preceded by a short phasic peak. We therefore predict that,
during a non-synchronized EEG, a transition from a wider to a
smaller receptive Æeld should occur, in parallel with the transition
from the phasic to the tonic part of the LGN response. We
demonstrate this effect in Fig. 4, in which the width of the receptive

Æeld is plotted against the time from stimulus onset to response of
the cell (latency) for four more example cells. A fast, nonlinear
shrinkage is seen after the Ærst 50ms of the response. This corre-
sponds directly with the duration of the phasic LGN response,
which is about 50ms long (see PSTHs in Fig. 1) and rules out the
possibility that normal adaptation effects, which have a duration of
much more than 100ms, are responsible for this effect.
These results conÆrm that cortex cells in general respond more

vigorously to transient stimuli. However, this affects not only the
temporal structure of their response but also the spatial shape of
their receptive Æelds (Fig. 4). The percentage temporal change of
the subÆeld width, comparing the sizes after 70ms (100% value)
with those after 200ms, follows a distribution with a mean subÆeld
shrinkage of 22:2%6 12:6%. The median is 23.1% and the dis-
tribution is only slightly skewed (skewness +0.99); thus, the devia-
tion from a gaussian distribution is small. The distribution yielded
54 out of 97 subÆelds, which shrank by more than 20%.
In a model we addressed the issue of which mechanisms might

underlie the observed effects. We propose that temporal restructur-
ing of the thalamic and cortical network activity leads to the
observed effects (Fig. 5). The visual part of the thalamic reticular
nucleus (the perigeniculate nucleus, PGN) integrates brain-stem
activity, which is involved in the control of the sleep-waking cycle12,
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Figure 3 Scatter plot of EEG state versus subÆeld width for 97 subÆelds. The ratio

of subÆeld width during synchronized EEG divided by that during non-

synchronized EEG is plotted on the x-axis. The ratio of the power in the d-range

(1±4Hz) for the same two recordings is plotted on the y-axis. The coordinate 1.0

indicates no change of the corresponding variable. Most samples (84 of 97)

exhibit an increase in subÆeld size during increasingly synchronized EEG states.

Figure 4 Shrinking of the receptive-Æeld width for cortical cells as time after

stimulation increases. Only the non-synchronized EEG state was studied. The

data were analysed in successive windows of 10-ms duration. For every x-

location in the cortical map, we collected the responses from all y-locations. a,

End-stopped simple cell `On' response; b, simple cell `On' response; c, simple cell

`Off' response; d, complex cell `On' response.
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Figure 4 Shrinking of the receptive-Æeld width for cortical cells as time after

stimulation increases. Only the non-synchronized EEG state was studied. The

data were analysed in successive windows of 10-ms duration. For every x-

location in the cortical map, we collected the responses from all y-locations. a,

End-stopped simple cell `On' response; b, simple cell `On' response; c, simple cell

`Off' response; d, complex cell `On' response.
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Conclusions and caveats
1.  The model produces a reduction in crowding when flankers precede the target (consistent with Harrison & Bex and Greenwood et al).

2.  Only a minor exacerbation of crowding occurs when flankers offset after the target offset (contrary to Harrison & Bex but consistent with Greenwood et al).

3. There is a robust reduction in critical spacing when flankers precede the target (consistent with Harrison & Bex but inconsistent with Greenwood et al).

• This hypothetical task is markedly different from tasks used previously — all data here require psychophysical validation.

• Several assumptions about the spatio-temporal profile of the receptive field were made, such as the change in orientation tuning over time.
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Spatio-temporal modifications of the population code reduce crowding when flankers precede targets. 
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